MATCH 129 —— .22 ONLY - TWO-MEMBER TEAM - .45 CALIBER DAY

.22 only National Match Course - 2-Member Teams

Each Firing Team Member Receives - An NRA Award

Balance of Teams

1. MA 116-3 BANGERS GOLD

   MU - 5033 - EHLER, AMANDA LYNN
   MU - 5020 - YODER, JENNIFER
   MU - 5008 - BOOTHE, CLAUDIA
   Capt. - 1003 - RICHARD PEARSON
   No Coach

2. EX 116-6 RHIEL

   EX - 5049 - RHIEL, CLARK
   SS - 5041 - RHIEL, CHERYL
   Capt. - 5041 - CHERYL RHIEL
   Coach. - 5049 - CLARK RHIEL